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Abstract. In the automobile industry, impact force is the main cause for material fatigue in
lightweight vehicles. Bump-excited impact force is the most common case, which causes damage to
vehicles and reduces the quality of the ride. Force identification is important to reflect the
structure's health so that action such as structure modification can be taken before material fatigue.
However, direct measurement by using force transducer is not practical due to difficulty in force
sensor configuration. A methodology utilizing Operating Deflection Shape (ODS) analysis,
Frequency Response Function (FRF) measurement and Modal Transformation Method (MTM) to
evaluate the dynamic force is proposed here. This method is called indirect force measurement by
using inverse technique. The performance of this approach was demonstrated via experiment. From
the measured responses and measured dynamic characteristics of an automobile test rig, a real time
mathematical manipulation can generate the system’s input force. The force location is known in
priori for impact excitation and therefore the inverse problem is well-posed. This method was tested
using different force location with unique input force. It shows that high quality of curve fitting to
extract the modal parameters such as damped natural frequency, modal damping and residue mode
shape is essential to obtain a high accuracy force determination result.
Introduction
Impact force is the main cause for material fatigue in lightweight structure especially vehicles in
the automobile industry [1]. Bump-excited impact force is the most common case, which causes
damage to vehicles and reduces the quality of the ride in frequency range of 10 to 100Hz [2]. In
time domain, impact force is a high magnitude force that excites on a structure for a short duration.
Considering the dynamic effects in frequency domain, it causes broadband excitation and excites
several vibration modes of a structure simultaneously. The load-carrying capability of a structure
will be degraded if this type of force is exciting a structure for a sufficient period depending on the
magnitude of force. Therefore impact force identification is important to reflect the structure's
health so that action such as structure modification can be taken before material fatigue. However,

direct measurement by using force transducer is not practical due to difficulty in force sensor
configuration. Besides that, installation of a force sensor at the structure's junction, link or support
is not feasible. This is because it could influence the boundary condition of a structure and hence
change the dynamic characteristics [3].
On the other hand, it would be convenient to measure the response of a structure instead of
measuring the unknown impact force directly. By measuring response and dynamic characteristics
or frequency response function (FRF) of a structure using operating deflection shape (ODS)
analysis and FRF measurement, analysis involved backtracking to determine the force causing the
problem can be done. It is known that this inverse identification problem is ill-conditioned in most
practical cases because not all the initial conditions are known [4]. Besides that, the ill-conditioned
problem is caused by system response which is defined only at a few discrete points [5]. In general
system response is a continuous function of spatial coordinates. An inverse problem is ill
conditioning if small perturbations in measured response can cause large changes in calculated
force. Measurement errors are amplified during the inversion operation and produce meaningless
force identification result.
A lot of methods have been developed to solve the ill-conditioned problem in frequency domain.
In this study, modal coordinate transformation approach or modal transformation method (MTM) is
used because it can reduce the computing time in the inversion operation [6]. MTM is applied to
synthesize FRF from modal parameters extracted from single column raw FRF matrix by using
general curve fitting algorithm. In this paper, impact force determination by using MTM is
demonstrated via experimental verification. The effectiveness of MTM in impact force
determination with and without the knowledge of impact location is examined. The robustness of
this force identification method is tested using different force location with unique input force.
Besides that, the curve fitting result is tested by using correlation tool to show its impact on force
determination result.
Materials and Methods
Set-up of experiment equipment. A rectangular shape test rig with four ground supports was
simulated as vehicle's body and referred to as automobile test rig. Fifteen accelerometers were
attached on the rig and numbering as shown in Fig. 1. The rig was used to acquire the responses
from 15 discrete locations simultaneously. A modally tuned impact hammer was used to record the
time history of impact excitation. These input and output signals were connected to a laptop through
a data acquisition (DAQ) system. Hence, post-processing of the data was done by using DASYLab®
and MATLAB® software.

Fig. 1. Point numbering on the automobile test rig.

Impact Force Determination By Using Modal Transformation Method. For forced vibrations of
n DOF system with viscous damping, the general solution of the linear time invariant vibration
system is expressed as follows:

{ X (ω)}=[H(ω)]{Q(ω)} .
nx1

nxn

(1)

nx1

where [H(ω)] is an n by n square FRF matrix. { X (ω)} and {Q(ω)} are n by 1 acceleration and force
vectors. ω is angular frequency with unit rads-1.
Single column (n by 1) raw FRF matrix is sufficient to extract the modal parameters such as
damping ratio, residue mode shape and damped natural frequency by using curve fitting algorithm.
Given number of response, mode and force measurements are n, m and fz respectively, MTM is
applied to synthesize the FRF as shown in Eq. 2.

[G(ω)]=[ΦN][ 1 (-ω2 + 2iωζ k ω0 k + ω02k ) ][ΦN]T
nxfz

nxm

mxm

(2)

mxfz

where [G(ω)] is an n by fz synthesized FRF matrix. [Φ N ] is n by m unit modal mass (UMM) mode
shape matrix due to response DOF. It can be obtained from residue mode shape as follows reference
T
[7]. [Φ N ] is m by fz UMM mode shape matrix due to force DOF and it is transpose of [Φ N ] . ω0k
is the kth mode natural frequency where k= 1, 2, ..., m. ζ k is the kth mode damping ratio. [ • ] is a
diagonal matrix.
Unknown force can be recovered by multiplying pseudo-inverse, pinv of synthesized FRF matrix
to measure response vector using Eq. 3. To obtain a least square solution of force determination, it
must satisfy n ≥ m ≥ fz.

{Q(ω)} = pinv{[G(ω)]}{ X (ω)}
fzx1

nxfz

(3)

nx1

In this study, the force identification method was tested in two cases: one with and the other
without the knowledge of impact location. In both cases, a single unknown impact force acting at
point 1 on the test rig was estimated from 15 acceleration sensors. This procedure was repeated for
different locations such as points 3, 13, 15. Correlation between imaginary part of mean of
synthesized and raw FRFs for force DOF 1, 3, 13 and 15 were calculated to study the effectiveness
of curve fitting on force determination results.
Results and Discussions
For the case where impact location was unknown, the force was estimated at 15 locations. The
calculated force due to impact at point 1 is shown in Fig. 2 and other forces due to impact at points
3, 13 and 15 were not shown because the results were similar. It was found that the magnitudes,
functions and locations of estimated forces were incorrect. In fact, actual force excited at one of the
15 locations, left forces at other locations to be zero.
In case 2, four sets of different calculated forces acting at four different locations were compared
with its actual forces as shown in Fig. 3. It was found that the force determination problem had
become well-posed once impact location was known in a priori. The impact function of recovery
force was correct but the accuracy of magnitude was not satisfied. Fig. 3 shows that the time history
of estimated force at point 15 was the closest to the measured force.
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Fig. 2. Calculated force history and impact location for original impact force excite at point 1
on automobile test rig for 15 discrete locations.
(a) Graph of Force at Point 1 in Time Domain

(b) Graph of Force at Point 3 in Time Domain
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(d) Graph of Force at Point 15 in Time Domain
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(c) Graph of Force at Point 13 in Time Domain
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Fig. 3. Comparison between four sets of different calculated forces acting at four different locations
with the measured force: (a) force at point 1 (b) force at point 3 (c) force at point 13 (d) force at
point 15.
Correlation between imaginary part of mean of synthesized and raw FRFs for force DOF 1, 3, 13
and 15 for a half-band spectrum is shown in Fig. 4. Correlation in range 0.9 -1.0 indicates the curve
fitting result is excellent to synthesize the FRFs. In fact, curve fitting result is satisfied if the
imaginary parts of the synthesized FRFs match the "shape" of measured FRFs [8]. It shows that
result of force DOF 15 had the best correlation followed by 1, 3 and 13. Note that the correlation
drops by increasing the frequency due to contamination of measurement noise and incorrect
contribution of modes. Combining results from Figs. 3 and 4, shows that curve fitting result
influences the accuracy of the reconstructed force. Therefore care and attention on curve fitting
algorithm must be taken to enhance the accuracy of force determination result.
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Fig. 4. Graph of correlation between imaginary part of mean of synthesized and measured FRFs at
different force DOFs versus frequency.
Summary
In this study, impact force identification by using modal transformation method has been examined
in two cases: one with and the other without impact location information. Impact force
determination problem becomes well-conditioned if impact location is known. Higher correlation of
curve fitting result must be obtained to improve the impact force determination result.
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